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ack in the 1950s, when TV was first gaining popularity as an
entertainment medium, advertisers had it fairly easy. With only
three networks and one viewing screen, the audience was highly
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concentrated. To this day, I Love Lucy still holds the record for the highest
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Nielsen average for a TV season—67.3. Families around America tuned
in weekly for a season that started with Lucy battling a conveyor belt at a
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chocolate factory and eventually welcomed Ricky Jr. to the world.1
Because of this concentrated TV viewing audience, advertisers knew
when, where and what the whole country was watching without the need
for sophisticated technology, data collection, or analysis.
Today’s television viewing landscape is very different. While TV screens
still account for 91% of our viewing time,2 we’re now able to watch great
video content wherever, whenever and however we want. According
to Nielsen, traditional TV watching has declined 44% for viewers 18-24
years old and 32% for viewers 25-34 years old over the past five years.3
Meanwhile, streaming video is on the rise. In 2017, 59% of American
households had a streaming video subscription, compared to just 38% in
2014.4

Source: Calculations based on Nielsen Total Audience Report Q2 2017 vs. Q2 2014

And we’re no longer limited by screens, either. While we may begin a show
on the couch, we can now pick up where we left off on our mobile phones,
tablets, or laptops. Younger consumers are leading this new TV viewing
habit. According to Nielsen, the average 18-24 year olds spent more than
90 minutes watching video on smartphones in Q2 2017, which is 82%
higher than the average adult.5
While this cross-screen viewing experience is great for us as viewers,
it creates complexity for marketers. Marketers now need to reach and
engage with their audiences across all these devices and contexts,
meaning the traditional model of broad, demographic-based TV
advertising is no longer enough.
Luckily, advances in advertising technology are improving marketers’
ability to create cross-screen, cross-channel campaigns. Brands can
use this technology to create more effective, data-driven creative, and
targeting strategies at scale that reach audiences where they are actually
viewing content, at the moments when they might actually care.
The brands that I’ve seen be most successful at this do four things to
adapt their marketing strategy. They move beyond basic demographic
targeting and build relevant and holistic ad experiences, something
Google’s Tara Walpert Levy recently discussed. They also align their
teams against a single set of KPIs and consolidate their ad buying in one
platform.
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Move beyond basic demographic targeting
Successful marketers move beyond basic demographic and household
targeting to reach high-quality and engaged audiences. This includes
building campaigns that span content types and viewing devices, for
example, by including ads on over-the-top video programming and on
internet-connected TV devices. Use more advanced audience data beyond
age and gender to reach audiences who will actually be interested in the
brand message.

Build relevant experiences
Align TV and digital buying teams from the outset of a campaign and
act on insights quickly. In many cases, successful marketers are able
to include more advanced key performance indicators (KPIs), such
as viewability or brand lift, as part of their campaign targets. And they
optimize campaigns quickly to improve performance even mid-flight.

Streamline media buying
Maximize marketing investments by consolidating media buying in
one tool, rather than using several. This improves the effectiveness
of campaigns by achieving more reach for the same investment, and
improves resource efficiency by saving teams time.
While changes in TV and video viewing behavior have created challenges
for marketers, they have also created great opportunity. Marketers now
have access to more useful and actionable data that can unveil consumer
preferences and intent. The progress made in advertising technology
means that marketers have tools to take action on this understanding and
deliver personalized messaging at scale.
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